WELL AWA RE

What’s In Your Hospital “Go Bag?”
By Michelle Woodbrey, Co-Founder 2Sisters Senior Living Advisors

My mom woke up feeling unwell last month. She had been having some difficulty breathing during
the night and was still feeling ill in the morning.
Unfortunately, she didn’t let my sister Alyson and me know until noon the next day (!), a Saturday. Her
regular doctor’s office was closed and she refused to let us take her to the emergency room. So, we
compromised and drove to a nearby urgent care center.
Uh oh… after I dropped her off (they wouldn’t let me come in due to Covid restrictions), she called to
say that she had forgotten her insurance cards and they wouldn’t see her. At that point, she had been
symptomatic for long enough that the emergency room was the only remaining option.
Again, I was not permitted to come in, so I left her at the door and drove home to wait.
From there, things continued to get more complicated: Her cell phone was dying and she didn’t
have her charger; she had nothing to read while waiting; she hadn’t eaten in several hours. And she
had to share her complete medical history and medication regimen from memory with hospital staff.
In the end (four hours later!), she was diagnosed with a slight case of pneumonia and we were able to
take her home. She’s recovering well, but it did get the wheels turning for Alyson and me: We need
to be better prepared for emergencies!
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Emergencies Are Never Anticipated
According to the Administration for Community Living, one in seven Americans over the age of 65
will spend at least one overnight in a hospital this year. Some of these stays are prearranged, of
course, but many are not; they arrive without warning following an accident or unanticipated medical
event.
Ironically, and despite how much time Alyson and I spend on our soapbox talking and writing about
the need for preplanning rehab stays and long-term care, we were totally caught off guard by our
mom’s emergency.
Next time, we will be ready with a hospital “Go Bag.”
As the name suggests, a Go Bag is a preassembled list of important information and items
that you will want to have ready in the event your loved one needs to go to the hospital. The
key word is “preassembled,” because during an emergency, you probably won’t have the time or
presence of mind to think of everything you may need.

File of Life
The File of Life — the primary element of a Go Bag — is a folder that emergency responders know
to look for (or that you can bring with you if you go to the hospital). It is kept in plain sight, usually on
a refrigerator, and has all of the basic information medical professionals need to evaluate and treat
your loved one.
It should include:
•E
 xisting conditions or chronic illnesses
•C
 urrent medications (including over-the-counter medications taken regularly) with dosages and
schedules
•A
 llergies to any medications and food sensitivities
•R
 egular healthcare providers (names and phone numbers), including the primary care physician and
any specialists, along with the specific conditions each specialist is addressing
•S
 pecial dietary considerations, such as low sodium, gluten-free, kosher, vegetarian
•C
 ommunication issues, such as confusion, speech or hearing impairments, language preferences
•E
 mergency contact information for trusted family members or friends
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Other information to have copies of in your Go Bag:
• Insurance card (front and back, as authorization numbers often are on the reverse)
•M
 edicare / Medicaid card
•M
 edical power of attorney / Healthcare Proxy
•D
 urable power of attorney
•D
 o-not-resuscitate order (DNR)
• L iving Will
Having this information ready to grab and in one place is incredibly helpful, especially since in many
cases, the older adult is unable to share this information on their own. They may have cognitive
or language impairments or may not even be awake and lucid.
Keep in mind, too, that since much of this information changes (medications, doctors, contact
information of loved ones, etc.), it’s important to keep everything as up to date as possible!
Finally, and in addition to the items listed above, we also recommend adding things to your Go
Bag that would make an emergency room or hospital stay more comfortable. Power cords,
glasses, dentures, socks, reading material, and an extra sweater (our mom is always cold!), can all
help make the time pass more quickly and keep your loved one distracted while waiting.

Preplanning Goes a Long Way
Clearly, the day would have gone much more smoothly for all concerned if we had had a Go Bag for
our mom put together and ready.
But it’s also a good reminder that as hard as we all try to do the best we can for the older adults
we love, mistakes happen and things get overlooked (even by the professionals!). So give yourself
some grace, learn from experience, and know that you are making a difference in the lives of those
you care for.
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